Sophia Bracelet
Metallic Copper

Finished Length Approximately 7 inches

Materials:






18 in. Metallic Copper Capture Chain #2504
1 set Copper Plated Triple End Caps #2752
1 Decorative Toggle Clasp #3647Antique Copper
1 Pkg Metallic Rose Crescents #4221
1 Size 10 Beading Needle #1810

From you stash:

 4 – 3.5mm or 4mm jump rings
 Small amount of size 15ᵒ Seed Beads
 Beading Thread in corresponding color

Tools:
 Chain Nose Pliers
 Scissors or wire cutters

Bracelet Instructions:


Cut 3 pieces of Capture chain, 6 inches long. Insert the 3 strands into a triple end cap and close. Even up the
strands at the other end, insert into the other triple end cap, close.



Load a needle with a comfortable amount of beading thread. Secure the beading thread on the outside of the
first chain making sure the needle comes out at the top by the bottom of the end cap. String on a crescent
bead going through the first hole, go through the second hole and into the chain. On the other side of the
chain, string on a crescent bead going through the bottom hole in the crescent bead. (Fig1.)



Go through the next chain and string on another crescent bead between the chains. Exit the third chain, string
on a crescent bead, add three seed beads, and go back through all the chain strands and the top hole in the
crescents exiting through the top hole on the outside crescent, string on three seed beads and go back
through all of the chain and crescents beads again. Exit through the top hole of the first crescent in that row.



Bring your needle through just the bottom hole of the crescent (don’t go through the chain). Now slide your
needle down the outside a little way and come out the same side. (Fig.2). Pick up a crescent bead in the top
hole and repeat the process again until you reach the end. Tie off and hide the thread inside the chain.



Attach the clasp with jump rings. You can extend the length of the bracelet by adding more jump rings to the
bar end of the toggle clasp.
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